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INTERVIEW
DWS Global Financial Institute (DGFI): You stated

DGFI: Should the supply of oil production become

in this white paper that the world’s oil consumption is

insufficient to satisfy global demand in the near future,

about 88 million barrels per day, or 30 billion barrels

you implied that a shock would ensue for the world

per year, and that global peak oil will be reached before

economy, similar to what we have seen in recent his-

a maximum of 100 million barrels per day. At this rate,

tory, most notably the 1973 Oil Embargo. However,

it seems a matter of time before global consumption

previous shocks were mainly caused by political fac-

surpasses production levels unless either production

tors rather than by an actual inability for the world to

increases or consumption decreases. In your opinion,

produce enough oil. Should the day come, as you say,

which scenario, if either, is more likely to happen first:

when the Earth is no longer able to produce sufficient

a) global oil production increases significantly through

amounts of oil, how long do you think the world econ-

unconventional oil sources such as natural gas liquids,

omy will need to assimilate to the new state of things?

tar sands, yet-to-be-discovered new oil fields, etc. or

What, in your opinion, would be the next steps for the

b) global consumption decreases through the ageing

international community to help the global economy

of populations in some of the world’s top oil consum-

smooth out the massive market imperfections and set-

ing nations, significant breakthroughs in research for

tle into the market equilibrium of a new energy age?

renewable energy, etc.?
Ganser: I am indeed convinced that oil production will
Ganser: I believe that these two scenarios could

become insufficient to satisfy global demand in the

repeat each other in cycles. Initially and for some time,

near future. In fact, conventional oil already peaked at

we would be more likely to see the first scenario, an

70 million barrels per day in 2006. The dawn of the

increase in oil production due to unconventional oil.

new energy age will come, but it is rather difficult to

However, at some point, even unconventional oil pro-

visualise how this will happen because we have never

duction will inevitably reach a global maximum. This

seen anything like it. You are correct in saying that the

is when the second scenario follows, in which oil

1973 Oil Embargo is something completely different.

consumption decreases as a result of high oil prices,

At that time, oil was abundant and we simply had a

destroying some of the demand and triggering reces-

short-lived political problem. Peak oil is something

sions that further erode demand levels. However, here

completely different. In the long run, I hope for a tran-

I think the cycle could repeat itself. Once oil demand

sition to 100% renewable energies – in other words

and prices have dropped to a certain level, both are

solar, wind, water, geothermal, and biomass. However

destined to bounce back up as consumption picks up,

that would be very difficult; in fact, even now most

aided no doubt by new progress in science and tech-

people think it is impossible. While I would disagree

nology … only to repeat the entire cycle all over again.

with such opinions, I also believe that it will not come
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about without tremendous pressure and necessity.

be the biggest effects of this shift should these coun-

The next steps, I think, will be that we first realize that

tries begin to lose their leverage as some of the world’s

peak oil is not a theory but a law of nature. Once a

largest oil producers?

sufficiently large group of people accepts that, we will
have to work on the demand side and reduce our oil

Ganser: The crucial country in this global game really

consumption, making cars lighter so they use less oil

is Saudi Arabia. It is probably the only country that

and houses more energy efficient so they need less oil

can act as a swing producer and increase its oil pro-

for heating. I guess that will have to be the next steps.

duction, perhaps even to 12 million barrels per day.
Thus, in case of a potential war between the US and

DGFI: You observed how the world population is

Iran, Saudi Arabia could fill the gap for some time.

increasing at a stunning pace, growing from 6 bil-

However, the Middle East is such a politically difficult

lion to the current 7 billion people in just 12 years.

terrain that many things can go wrong. It is a huge

However, the bulk of the people in the world’s most

problem that the biggest oil reserves are in the region.

quickly growing populations, such as India, cannot

Many countries, not only the UK and US, will try to

afford automobiles, heating, and other oil-consuming

fight for these resources, but my guess is that peak-

products. On the other hand, countries that consume

oil wars will make matters worse, not better. I believe

the most amounts of oil, such as the United States,

that the only real way out is 100% renewables. Keep

Europe, and China, have rapidly ageing populations.

in mind that the biggest gas reserves besides Russia

What implications do you think this will have for global

are in Iran and Qatar, thus once again in the Middle

oil demand in the next 10 to 20 years?

East. As the biggest oil reserves of the world are firmly
locked under Saudi Arabia, Iraq, and Iran, I don’t see

Ganser: It is true that the US, Europe, and China have

any possibility that this area can lose its influence in

rapidly ageing populations. At the same time, how-

the coming years. Yet if things go bad then wars could

ever, do keep in mind that 1 million cars are sold in

spread, as indeed the war against Iraq shows. I think

China every month … and I mean new cars, not cars

that the attack on Iraq in 2003 was due to the coming

that replace old cars like the ones in the Eurozone and

scarcities. I think it was a peak oil war, but of course

the US. Thus my belief is that global energy demand

TV stations in Europe and the US did not present it

will continue to increase in the next 10 to 20 years as

that way.

economies like China continue to grow. Furthermore,
when the young people from India and Africa begin

DGFI: You mentioned that the upcoming oil short-

to acquire wealth and move up into the middle class,

age should not only be viewed as a crisis, but also as

their countries’ economies will speed up their demand

something offering investors interesting opportuni-

for energy even more. I think the real problem is that

ties. You explained that investors can benefit from the

I see no relaxation on the demand side despite demo-

long-term trend reflecting a need to revamp the global

graphic or other forces.

energy system towards more efficiency, self-sufficiency, renewable energy, and clean technology. You

DGFI: You implied that a large amount of political power

touched on several forms of renewable energy, such

in the Arab world relies on both global and domestic

as solar, wind, water, biogas, and geothermal energy.

demand for oil. In the global theatre, because some of

In your personal view, which of these energy sources

the biggest oil producers are from the region, many of

seem most promising in the medium term? In the long

the countries in the Middle East and North Africa have

term? Also, what are the broader implications of your

significant leverage in foreign policy. On the domestic

findings for investor portfolios?

front, as you observed, some Arab countries provide
very low-cost oil to citizens to quell unrest and pacify

Ganser: I believe strongly in all renewables, above all

citizens; we have recently seen the necessity of this

solar, wind, and geothermal. In the medium term, I

political tool given the events now commonly called

believe a lot in solar and wind, as they can be installed

the Arab Awakening. How do you see the balance of

rather quickly. Geothermal takes a bit longer, so that’s

global and domestic power shifting, and what would

more in the long term. However, the problem for the
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investor is that shocks in the financial architecture can

fund lost a quarter of its value. So here we are; we

ruin some of his investments, including those in the

need a transition to 100% renewable energy, but we

renewable sector. I had people invest in a wind fund

must keep in mind that some renewable energy com-

some years ago after they heard my analysis on peak

panies go bankrupt and others will lose when markets

oil. I was correct; wind energy needs to grow, and the

turn down. On the other hand, not all will go bankrupt.

wind fund with it. But then came the financial crisis

Some will be winners, and if markets go up, profits

of 2008, which has not really ended even today. The

could be interesting.
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